
Höchstoffizielles Captain's Table Protokoll
Maritim, Düsseldorf, 10. und 11. September 2011

Protokollführer: Jan, Jana

Agenda: Drei Captains angucken und staunen

10. September 2011

0.) 
1.) 9:30h Avery
2.) Janeway promises to promote Harry! [...again!]
3.) “I don't remember disco having something to do 

with TNG.” [Sir Patrick about that particular 
version of the TNG theme.]

4.) Patrick ist heiser.
5.) 
6.) 

Hubert ZittHubert Zitt

7.) „Technische Pannen sind Standard in meinen Vorlesungen!“
8.) 2009: 600TWh Strom„verbrauch“ in Deutschland.

ALPHA: Abspeichern von Antimaterie1

9.) ...diverse Anhilationen später...
„[Die 1000 Leute auf der Enterprise verbrauchen] 6400x mehr als 82 Mio. 
Deutsche, das darf man den Grünen gar nicht sagen!“
[Replikatoren:] „Ich hätt' mir ja längst 'n Makro geschrieben.“ Heißer Tee, 
amerikanisches Recht, wenn man nicht weiß, dass der Tee heiß ist. ([Eine 
Tasse Tee ==] Strombedarf von drei Tagen! [...und das nur für den Tee, 
nicht die Tasse!])
Voller Impuls: ¼c
„Mal unter uns, der sieht auch schon aus wie ein Warp-Physiker!“
„Mit der Relativitäts-Theorie kann man sich alles schön rechnen!“ - „Ich 
hab' so lange gerechnet, bis es passte!“
15.12. Live in Zweibrücken im Internet übertragen. www.startrek-
vorlesung.de

10.) 
11.) 

Kate MulgrewKate Mulgrew

12.) “[...the rest of me is] Irish: Liiiittle bit responsible, and a lot of fun!”
13.) Recently: Cleopatra.
14.) Warehouse 13 and something [NTSF:SD:SUV] for Adult Swim.
15.) Many drinks with the other captains2. [Epitaph:] “...died at the age of blah 

1 https://secure.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/de/wiki/Antiproton_Decelerator
2 That might explain Avery's panel! ;-)
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blah blah, hit by a truck!” [Sir Patrick: Good way to go!]
16.) Only female Captain: Greatest Privilege! Invited by Hillary Clinton to 
the White House at the end of season 1 [to speak about women in 
science in front of women in science].

17.) “...get me a bucket of ” (on the plane)

18.) Mrs. Columbo
19.) What was the real reason Harry didn't get promoted? “Put it on my tomb 

stone!”
20.) Warehouse 13: Four Episodes. Wonderful group of actors. Feeling of being 

at home...
21.) Liked to play the murderer on “Murder, She Wrote“.
22.) “Germans are so in[???]tly polite!” In bed with Gene Hackman3: So funny!
23.) Remembering seven years of Voyager: Robert Picardos face first thing in 

the morning. Friendships. Men: Prehistoric.
24.) “I love gifts!” (Chanel No. 19)
25.) Harry Kim steals Janeway's perfume! (Maybe he needs it, maybe he's 

stinky!)
26.) “Kindness makes me happy.”
27.) “No promotion this weekend!” (see 25.) “Typical, he loves Chanel No. 19.” 

“Captain, may I borrow a little bit of your perfume today?”
28.) Hug her!? (The Sister!)
29.) Kate: “It takes a lot of courage to hug someone... like me!” ;-)
30.) “I get tired about that thing between the sexes... well, not that, 

who gets tired of that?”
31.) Always fun to be evil, but better to be good.
32.) “It's a disease: I can't pass by a book shop!” War & Peace. Dostojewsky, 

Proust.
33.) “Can I ride a horse?” Broke her back falling off a horse when she was 

in her 20s. Sneaking into a barn with her boyfriend, gallop, spooked 
by a motor cycle, broke three lumbar vertebrae. (Wie auch immer 
man das schreibt!)4

34.) “That's not a nerd question, it's an impossible question!” - “Is that 
the right English word? Oh my god!” - “Janeway? Assimilated? Piece 
of trash!”

35.) Fan: “I am very happy to be here with you!”
36.) Was clueless about Star Trek.
37.) In an French accent: “Zeven years of zis? I'm leavink!”
38.) “Ensign Kim, are you back there stealing something else of me?”
39.) NTSF preview.

Daniel StewartDaniel Stewart

40.) “Vodka? No, it's water!” (He's just as bald as his father!)
41.) 1976: Year of the Sheep. 1 year, 1 month older than Harry Kim.

3 So, what movie would that have been?
4 Erstaunlicher Weise habe ich es im Protokoll sogar richtig geschrieben! ;-)
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42.) Not encouraged by his father to go into acting. [“He said: Prove it!” After 
three years of acting school he said OK and was supportive from then on.]

43.) Impersonation of Sir Patrick. Fake autographs, [sold] more than his own. 
Pretends to sign an [excuse note] for school. Incredibly rude to people on 
Sir Patrick's behalf.

44.) Hasselhoff was at collage with him. “DAS HOFF!” (Harry Kim)
45.) Riots, earth quakes, floods, burned down. Not very safe in L.A., fled to 

London.
46.) A little Sir Patric Stewart Story: Lived in a rented place in Westwood. [Do 

you remember] Twister, [when the] giant twister [came, they] fled into a 
shed full of spiky things. Patrick lived in a place like that. Kitchen table like 
a knife. [That's] where he lived during the Northridge Quake5. [Three 
things he did after that: Found himself lying on the floor, then heard 
someone screem, then realized it was him who was screaming.] 
“Screaming like a little child. That's your brave captain, right there! Ask 
him: 'Sir Patric, is it true that you screamed like a little girl during the 
Northridge Quake?'” [Biggest earth quakes in Germany are like 4 point 
something, and that's nothing compared to L.A.]

47.) Daniel married an American, 14 years in America.
48.) Sir Patrick in the car. Both football fans. He [Sir Patrick] supports a bad 

team, his son supports a good team. Sir P. had selected music for the car 
[when going to a game] ON TAPE! It was a tape of him [Sir Patrick] singing 
Camelot [two hours long]. At the end he [Daniel] was screaming like his 
father!

49.) Episode on Next Gen (talk about it!): “Why else am I here, except to 
embarrass my father?”

50.) “Sexy silk pyjamas!” (on The Inner Light.)
51.) [They] cut the scene [where] he was playing the flute. “If you gave him 

the whistle he wouldn't know where to put it!” [although he always says 
he could play it! David actually learned how to play, had an instructor on 
set.]

52.) Harry tells the clarinet story [from FedCon XY]. [David said, Garret should 
have said:] “Oh, it's a German clarinet! I only play American!”]

53.) Clarinet-Shirt story. Robbie without shirt → “DAS HOFF!”
54.) Should have kept the whistle: 44.000£ at Christies. [There is someone in 

the audience who builds replicas of that whistle.]
55.) Friends with the crew. Sister liked Wesley. [He thought he was just a kid.]
56.) Enterteinment Tonight filmed him filming. Terrifying!
57.) Patrick asked for his lines: “Come on! COME ON!!!” [During a play where 

he (Daniel) wasn't supposed to say anything.]
58.) Fan: “What does he [Sir Patrick] sing in the shower? What kind of pyjamas 

does he wear?” He sings Beatles, show tunes. “He wears oneses with feets 
attached and a little flap and it has teddy bears on it!”

59.) Another job? A very bad footballer. Remote control operator.
60.) Kate & Patrick improv: “[I thought we were] going to meet later tonight?!”

5 https://secure.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/wiki/1994_Northridge_earthquake
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61.) Fan: [You would make a] good Dr. Who.

62.) 
63.) Fake autograph of Sir Patrick Stewart by his son Daniel.
64.) 
65.) Sound check! Harry cries when he hears the DS9 theme.

Avery BrooksAvery Brooks

66.) Bei Avery weiß man nie so genau, was man eigentlich aufschreiben soll! ;-)
67.) 

68.) [A Fan asks about his passions in life.] Avery's looking for his passion on 
the stage floor, behind the FoP symbol.

69.) Colm Meany: Laughing with him until he fell to the floor. “I can do that! 
Maybe that's where my passion lies!”

70.) “YEAH!” (Feelings about B.O. becoming president.)
71.) “Desiree! That's desire with two E.”
72.) 
73.) No simple “yes”s or “no”s.
74.) “That's not exactly what you asked me, but close enough!”
75.) “They didn't want the audience to (be) confused... (between) me and Jean-

Luc Picard.”
76.) “Yes to gumball, yes to gamble, yes to cooking!”
77.) Sing! Sing! Sing!
78.) Avery: “Help me!” - Someone: “Volare!” - Someone else: “Next year!”

'Someone' is talking much too loudly. ('Someone' == Technik) And there is 
no one on the balcony to kick him in the arse!

79.) Garrett presents new shirt, changed again: “Professor (X) Parking only!”
80.) Garrett: “Put your hands together for Mister Patrick Stewart... SIR Patrick 

Stewart!”
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Patrick Stewart:Patrick Stewart:

81.) “[I am] thankful you applauded so long because … I had a mouth full of 
peanuts! I need to sit down, not as young as Avery & Kate… juveniles!”

82.) “'Only' two performances a week.”
83.) “No social network sites what so ever!” “...about that cereal they had for 

breakfast!”
84.) Irgendwo spult ein Film zurück. Sowas gibts noch? ;-)
85.) Waiting for Godot, Fan: “What is it about?” - [Sir Patrick: Makes a face. Fan: 

“Sorry, I didn't see it!”] “You just asked the question that every theatre 
goer who's seen WfG has asked!” Die dritte Aufführung [die es je gab – 
oder war die Dritte Ausgabe gemeint?] war in Deutschland. Sammelt 
[Bücher von Theaterstücken].

86.) “How many here didn't see Galaxy Quest? SHAME ON YOU!” Frakes told 
him to see it. His wife and him getting increasingly hysterical [during the 
movie]. Film is brilliant. Known Alan Rickman for decades.
[Once on] Stage 16 == Planet Hell [after a long day of shooting with 
Micheal Dorn]: “Micheal! I was twenty-five years with the Royal Shakes-
peare Company! How did I come to be here!?”

87.) Drinks a Coke.
88.) [After auditioning for TNG:] Called again... again his children made jokes 

pointy ears.
89.) “Six years? I have too much to do!” [They all said:] “This series is doomed 

to fail, you'll never see six years...”
90.) “Hello, my name is Merlin?” (Fan on Mic.)

Gene didn't want political issues.
91.) [About ST:] “...very talented and intelligent actors, and Garret Wang, too.”
92.) First Class: James [McAvoy] supposedly said he's better than Patrick 

Stewart.
93.) Would like to do another X. “FOR VARIOUS REASONS!” (Pretends to kiss all 

of the female actors!)
94.) Neue Cola!
95.) [Remembering TNG:]

- Laughing! Seven years of laughing!
- Doubled over in the captain's chair.
- Funny people.
- Indecent amount of good fun.
- Asking for one minute to take it seriously.

96.) Out of the turbo lift, huge grin on face: Japanese-American actor (Admiral6) 
[did an] imitation of John Wayne. 

97.) Teasing... some of it extreme when directing the cast, they put him 
through hell, he was out of his comfort zone, they were in theirs.

98.) End of day, publicly betting in front of Michael Dorn how long it would take 
him [to finish] the last shot of the day, all out of their space suits, he still in 
the turtle head. “No, it never was him, it was his assistant...” [At the end 

6 http://en.memory-alpha.org/wiki/Nakamura
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they had to change the line.]
99.) “You have two favourite actors, Alan Rickman and me? You have a very 

exotic taste!”
100.) “Dieing is easy, comedy is hard!”
101.) Shakespeare: “All the world's stage...”7

102.) Spectacles on nose. *points at spectacles on nose*
103.) [Request from a young fan:] “Sing the ABC-Song!”8 - “No way I am going 

to sing after Avery Brooks!” [Actually he didn't sing, because he had a bad 
throat that day.]

104.) “Make it so” came from Gene's military career. The gesture was Sir 
Patrick's.

105.) Garrett comes in and shows his T-Shirt to him. (Professor Parking.) [He 
actually is a professor, so his full title would be] “Professor Sir Patrick 
Stewart”.

106.) Saw the pilot [of Voyager, told Garrett] “excellent work”. Garrett: “I was 
frightened by you!”

107.) Three Captains Photo Opp: Limited to 200 Tickets, 150,- each.

108.) 

7 https://secure.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/wiki/All_the_world%27s_a_stage
8 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g3rFNbSKpEE
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11. September 2011

0.) 
1.) Avery bringt ein Kind mit auf die Bühne. Der Trikorder 

hat drei Töne! :-)
2.) Being a Klingon: Not happy about that. [Someone called 

him and told him:] “You've got a dental appointment! - 
No, I don't! [Why do I hava a dental appointment?]”

3.) Hair: Contract. [Same story as 
yesterday.]

4.) About Jake Sisko: Like his son.
5.) Another [fan] on the stage. 

[Avery] leaves the stage. “Er hat auf besondere Art 
& Weise geantwortet.” Benedikt aus Bayern.

6.) “He said: I understood what you were talking about 
yesterday. I said: Who?” (Like he didn't knew himself.) :D “Bring me more 
children, please!”

7.) “Here is the package, baby!”
8.) “Where are the flying cars?” IBM commercial.9 [The phrase] “slow your 

roll” [was] too contemporary for ST. “On Spenser I made it all up; if they 
didn't like it, they would cut it.”

9.) More difficult: Teaching or performing? No substitute for being here.10

10.) Benedikt back on stage.
11.) (Different question:) Knew ST, but not a devoted fan. Outside, Indiana, 

playing baseball.
12.) Benedikt asks the question of life, [the universe,] and everything else. :-) 

“It's your [the youths] world now! You explain what the world is. It's your 
job, not mine, I'm done.”

13.) Did like the character of Hawk. Contemporary mythological brown hero. 
“It's legen11dary!” Most powerful: Human imagination!

14.) “Don't make me ask him!” (About his kids being grown now and not 
having to ask him all the time [and not having to put up with his lengthy 
answers any more].) [“Dad, can I cross the street? - Why Do you want to 
cross the street?”] “Short questions, long answers!”

15.) “[There was] no competition between the series12.”
16.) DS9 on stage 18. Wanted to go across the lot to meet Steven Hawking, 

was denied access.
17.) Sings: Without song.
18.) Fan: “Did you do a good job on teaching your 

children to be independent thinkers?” - “It's a work 
in progress.”

19.) During the autograph session, Avery to Garrett: “You just called me 

9 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vzm6pvHPSGo
10Could we please get a fraking answer!
11– wait for it –
12Plural. Das Wort „serieses“ scheint es wohl doch nicht zu geben! ;-)
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Patrick!” 
20.) Garrett's T-Shirt: “Oh My!” (Sulu) http://www.cosmic-city.com/

Patrick StewartPatrick Stewart

21.) Sir Patrick and Garrett were the only actors from ST to be in The 50 Most 
Beautiful People issue of People Magazine.

22.) 1940 was the year of the dragon. The best sign to be! The most potential 
of all the signs for greatness!

23.) Background in Theatre → Good for his career in Fantasy and SciFi? 
[Maybe.]

24.) Originally there should have been four Dune movies. (On for each book.) 
[But it was a big flop. Later got a kind of cult status.] Filmed in Mexico. 
Excalibur and Dune were exceptional pieces of cinema for their time.

25.) “Brent who? Data? Who?” - “I don't do impersonations. [Except Riker:] RED 
ALERT!” Data-impersonation on the set (but not on stage). [The fans ar 
always telling him:] “You are so great, but of course I love Data!”

26.) Brent came back from a convention, [where he] went into the dealers 
room, action figures: “Buy one Data, get TWO Riker free! We laughed all 
morning! In the middle of a scene Worf [would say]: 'Buy one Data...'”

27.) Favourite of all the movies: First Contact.
28.) [Sir Patrick:] “And your name again?” Garrett: “Jacky Chan!”
29.) “What happened to my water and coke?” Garrett humbly presents it.
30.) “...nice evening out in Düsseldorf, and drank Altbier.” (Zum Schiffchen)
31.) “You don't follow tennis?” [Boris Becker was a German!]
32.) Big sports fan: Tennis, American Open in the president's box. Doesn't know 

much about ice hockey. [Sport is a] metaphor for his career. Billy Jean 
Moffitt / King13 [once said about the] concentration on the court: “There is 
only one point, none before and none after.” → Like in acting. Learned 
much by watching sports. His team won last night. Daniels team, too. So 
both are wearing a smile today.

33.) Sycophancy. “...except for the few French and Belgians, who speak 
variations of that, which [I now realize is kind of rude], but now it's too late 
to take it back.”

34.) Jürgen Prochnow speaks good English [but no one would come to see him 
in London]. “We are so insular.”

35.) Before he returns – very soon – he will return with more words of German 
than now.14 “As you can see, I hate conventions!”

36.) “...and a croissant. See, I speak a little French!” ;-) [He went out alone and 
didn't fear it] because of his experience yesterday. [He knew that] 
“Nothing bad would happen to me!” - Elevator: “I speak American, too!”

37.) Spare time: Not had much. In two weeks he'll take 4 month off. Loves 
walking/hiking. Scuba diver (got certified in the last year of TNG, 17 years 
ago), but he likes to dive in warm water. Buys lots of books. Loves listening 

13https://secure.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/de/wiki/Billie_Jean_King
14Dieser Satz ist irgendwie leicht defekt.
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to music, not only orchestral, but contemporary, too. Pop, Jazz, Delta 
Blues. Met Eddy Clearwater15 in Chicago (?), Honeyboy Edwards16 died five 
days after he was supposed to meet him [which he didn't because he 
wasn't feeling well].
Sir Patrick has four grand children.

38.) “Buenas dieas! - I speak Spanish, American...”17

39.) “What was it like to work with Mel Brooks [on Men in Tights]?” His scene 
got cut in half. Arrived in the make up trailer and started to laugh [and 
didn't stop until he finished in the evening]. (Tapes of the Recording of the 
2000 year old man18, [Mel Brooks as the 2000 year old] being interviewed 
about his life: “Did you know Joan of Arc? - Knew her? I went with her!” [in 
a Brooklyn accent.]

40.) Picard Manoeuvre: Not in the script. Got the spandex suit thrown out [after 
season 2]. One size too small. Constant pressure. “If Gene saw that your 
space suit was crumpled, he'd make you re-shoot!” After it became a thing 
he did it even when it wasn't necessary.

41.) Merchant of Venice in a modern set. Las Vegas style. Likes Shakespeare in 
a modern setting / world. Brings relaxation to the experience. Hamlet with 
David Tennant19. (Publikum jubelt.) Nice to move between the styles.

42.) Inner Light: Make-up, very old man, is it depressing you? Inner Light was 
filmed about exactly 20 years ago. Doesn't make him depressed, curious 
about ageing. “Jane Haymore20 said: It's time to get your eyes done! They 
go inside” – turns his lower eyelid inside out – “and *SCHLURP*!”

43.) 'The Inner Patrick Stewart'. “Sir... sometimes I think that is nice.” 
International recognition of TNG made him confident about his work, but it 
didn't change his 'inner self'.
Reopened his school, walked up the drive to his school alone, 60 years 
exactly since he did it the first time at the age of 11 [to find out how it 
would feel].

44.) Looking good is his live long curse. [Like] Cassandra: Nobody believes him 
when he's ill or not well!
“Last question with two exclamation marks!”

45.) Christmas Carol21 one man stage show, great story, “because it 
demonstrates that it is never too late to change!” Moby Dick22 was 
experience of a lifetime; the storm was terrifying. [Being] strapped to the 
whale: Ghastly! Producer [said]: “I'll take care of your family!”

15https://secure.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/wiki/Eddy_Clearwater
16https://secure.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/wiki/David_%22Honeyboy%22_Edwards
17Schreibt er gerade an einer Berwerbung, oder was?! :o)
18http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dnLqLHWDg5E oder auch animiert 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?NR=1&v=NO04zWdh8_Y
19e.g. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p2RHXt9t-d4
20http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0922870/
21http://www.sheeplaughs.com/scrooge/stewart.htm
22http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0120756/
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PausePause

46.) Scheißegal!
47.) 
48.) 
49.) 
50.) 
51.) 
52.) 
53.) 
54.) 
55.) 
56.) 
57.) 
58.) 
59.) 
60.) 
61.) 
62.) 
63.) 
64.) 

65.) Neues Wort: Leidenschaft.
3 Uhr morgens anstehen: „David.“ ...für 3-Captains-Foto.
T-Shirt: „I'm Tech-Support, shut up and do what I say!“
„Pavel is going to be shorter.“
„Nooo!“
„Scheißegal!“
New Shirts: „Scheißegal“, „Buy one Data, get two Riker free!“

Kate MulgrewKate Mulgrew

66.) Kate Mulgrew [gets] standing ovation.
67.) Ensign Harry Kim gets a pip (== a [Stroopwafel23]) from Captain Janeway.
68.) Garrett ruined Kate's photo opps by jumping in the pictures, he later found 

his pants ripped.
69.) Romance & Janeway: “I made up for it in my private life!”
70.) Convention work supports Alzheimers research.
71.) “You are wearing blue jeans and sneakers under your dress, why?” - “It's 

practical.” - “[I tell you why: To better get away from men!] You can love 
them, but [you have to] run like hell in your shoes if you want to get 
away.”

72.) La Bohem / Puccini! (Favourite Music.)
73.) “Doesn't count!” (Scott Bacula promoting Garrett Wang.) ;-)
74.) “It's a long life. Eat up and … (?) ...but it's a long life!” (About man.)

23Holländische sirupgefüllt Waffeln: https://secure.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/de/wiki/Stroopwafel
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75.) Difference between Americans and Germans: “Hi, Darling, Kathy, how's it 
hanging?!” vs “Hallo! How are you? Danke! Here is my question!”

76.) [Confuses an actual New Yorker, now working for the army, for a German!] 
“Brooklyn still standing!” ;-)
Talking in New York accent.

77.) Jonathan Frakes: Was fun to work with him! “I had all the lines!”
78.) Sarah Palin? Michele Bachman? No respect for them! [Palin] “needs to go 

back to Alaska!” [Bachmann] “needs to go back to church!” “They terrify 
me with their stupidity!” “Bunch of garbage!”
Father Democrat. Kennedy [family] personal friends. “You walk the walk, 
you talk the talk, but those two [Palin/Bachmann] don't know how to walk 
and talk at the same time!”

79.) [Fan asking] about the baby [they rescued] from the Borg cube: “I don't 
even remember the baby! But I love it that you did!”

80.) “The Scotts are a sturdy, rather strange people!” Can't do a Scottish 
accent. Three people [she would invite to her cocktail party]: Baby Borg, 
Jesus Christ ← just to find out, Cleopatra, Socrates (Why hemlock over 
exile?) Dave [??? Chappelle?] or Chris Rock?
[Asks the fan who she would invite: “You and Garrett!”] - “Me and 
Garrett?” - “He's cute!” (Garrett comes onto stage.) “She wants to invite 
you to her dinner party... naked! With Jesus Christ. And the Borg Baby! It 
will be fun!”

81.) About young women: [??? ???]24

82.) “I come from Recklinghausen.” - “Is that in space?” - “Yes!”
83.) Big Bang: Didn't see it, obviously.
84.) “If it takes 35 years to find Christ you've been looking in all the wrong 

places!” - “It divides the nation. You don't shout and scare if you don't 
believe you'll rot in hell!” - “Christian fundamentalism is born out of fear.” - 
Citing Marx (“Opium for the masses.”)

85.) 26-62-problem.
86.) “What would your little secret be on Desperate Housewives?” - “I'd not 

have a little secret. I'd have a BIG one!”

ClosingClosing

87.) Garrett wanted to show the video of him and Paul MacGillion [of doing a 
Janeway imitation on stage last FedCon].
Fan is gone.
“Auf wiedersehen, Fan.”
“Scheißegal!”

88.) “How could I forget Popel?” - “[And of course] my first German word: 
Furz!” Korean: Pangu! China: Ni fang I..... (??) == “Du furz sehr gut. 
Germans are comfortable with their Furz. [When he does a furz-joke in the 
States there are always some people who get up and go.]

89.) “Your fly is open!” - “What? I don't have a fly!” (In Janeway voice!)

24 Ich habe noch so gelacht an dieser Stelle, dass das absolut unlesbar geworden ist! ;-)
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90.) Where is Kate? Mystery! She was just back there, she left, was sick of 
Garrett doing her voice.

91.) “Welcome to the opening... closing ceremonies!” - “This con never ends, it 
goes on and on and on.”

92.) Hubert Zitt: “You know what I mean?”
Kate Mulgrew: “Dankeschön, Darling, dankeschön!”
Avery Brooks: “It's not the convention, it's the people!”
“Mr. Sir Patrick Stewart; I keep saying Mister.”: “What a lovely weekend!”
Neues Lied. “Raise Your Glass”

DanachDanach

93.) 
94.) 
95.) 
96.) 
97.) 
98.) 
99.) 

100.) 
101.) 
102.) 
103.) 
104.) 
105.) 
106.) Avery Brooks kommt mit Thomas hoch und der Kellner lässt alle Gläser 

fallen.
107.) 
108.) 
109.) 
110.) 
111.) 
112.) 
113.) 
114.) [leer]

Nicht im Protokoll:

• Sir Patrick using a carpet for five years he got from the stage of a play he 
was in because he had no money

• Sir Patrick getting (the remnants of) his hair cut by his college fellows. 
“Be who you are.” And he did!

•
•
•
•
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